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Aiming to cover 
• Some patient safety culture 

• Some ideas from Charles Vincent

• Some ideas from Don Berwick

Note that:

• I will touch on areas Julie will cover in more depth

• Some chances to share with your neighbour

Links         @FrancesHealey





“The simplest definition of patient safety is the prevention 
of errors and adverse effects to patients associated with 
health care.” 

– WHO website

“Patient safety ….is concerned with errors of 
commission (doing the wrong thing) and errors 
of omission (failure to do the right thing) and is 
inextricably linked with the other aspects of 
quality (effectiveness and patient experience)”

- NHS Improvement 

“…avoiding injuries to patients from the care 
that is intended to help them”
- Institute of Medicine 

We’ve moved beyond narrow definitions 
of safety…. 



http://britishgeriatricssocie
ty.wordpress.com/2013/12/
19/fallsafe-are-culture-
clashes-good-for-us/

http://britishgeriatricssociety.wordpress.com/2013/12/19/fallsafe-are-culture-clashes-good-for-us/
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Ultra-adaptive Ultra-safe Adaptive 

http://cgd.swissre.com/risk_dialogue_magazine/Safety_management/A_continuum_of_safety_models.html

Safer Healthcare –
strategies for the real 
world (free e-book) 

http://cgd.swissre.com/risk_dialogue_magazine/Safety_management/A_continuum_of_safety_models.html


Ultra-adaptive Ultra-safe Adaptive 

Ultra-safe (uniformity + reliability) 



Ultra-adaptive Ultra-safe Adaptive 

Adaptive



Ultra-adaptive Ultra-safe Adaptive 

Ultra-adaptive (heroic)



Falls risk assessment 

Falls risk prediction 
scores (numbers)

Prompts to consider 
manageable risk factors 

AdaptiveUltra-safe

http://britishger
iatricssociety.wo
rdpress.com/20
13/05/16/all-
down-to-
numbers/

http://britishgeriatricssociety.wordpress.com/2013/05/16/all-down-to-numbers/


• Miss A was a retired ballet teacher aged 79 

• Admitted after a series of emergency calls following falls 
at home. Ambulance staff say her speech was slurred 
and think she may have been drinking. 

• Has a spectacular black eye, but no other injuries. 

• Brings in a carrier bag with a range of prescribed 
medication, sleeping tablets, and herbal remedies 

• Appears very unsteady on her feet but refuses to 
relinquish her steel-tipped ebony walking stick for a 
frame

• Will ring for help before mobilising, but considers three 
seconds too long to wait, and so sets off without staff 

• Deflects any attempts to formally assess her memory or 
self-care skills; ‘maybe tomorrow, darling, I’m just too 
tired’.

• Is extremely thin but says she always has been, rejects 
everything on the menu except toast 





Past approaches Don’s proposals

The workforce is not trying hard 
enough – set targets & penalties

It’s a shared challenge 

Incentives will fix it – change the payment 
system to incentivise 

Pride and joy in the work 

Regulation will fix it – create rules, inspect 
and enforce

Principles not detailed procedures 

Measurement drives improvement – measure 
more 

Measurement informs improvement –
measure less 

RCTs will show the way – make research & 
systematic review more rigorous

Evaluate real-life interventions and 
realistic evidence synthesis 

Technology holds the answer People hold the answer (and technology 
helps them)

Clinical (medical?) leadership is the key We need the team (the whole team)

Require spread – it worked for them, don’t 
reinvent the wheel

Own and adapt



Sanctions succeeded?

MRSA



Sanctions failed?

(Surgical Never Events) 



A shared challenge 
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Rewards succeeded:  

AMR 



Rewards confused the picture:

Safety Thermometer and pressure ulcers 

SAFETY THERMOMETER 
(pressure ulcers grade 2+ prevalence)

48% captured -TVS skin survey suggests ‘true’ 
figure in acute settings 7.1% late 2014

“….policy 
turbulence a 
major influence”



“…at the core of [healthcare] are 

two human beings who have 
agreed to be in a relationship where 
one is trying to help relieve the 
suffering of another, which is love.”

Don Berwick ‘Money-driven medicine’ 2010

“Systems awareness and systems 
design are important for health 
professionals, but they are not 
enough…..ultimately, the secret 
of quality is love.”

Professor Avedis Donabedian



Love isn’t always easy….



Joy or more everyday thankfulness?

“The consistent delivery of well-executed safe care under 
typically difficult circumstances tends to go unrecognised" 

A particular challenge for falls prevention? 
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Anytown trust 
board report

Quality 
Dashboard 

pages 270-381

More measures ≠ better measures 



Measurement effort & time compared to 

improvement effort & time?

“If you’re not 
measuring, how 
will you know if 

you’re 
improving?” 



Does everything have to be measured? 

Pause for a quick conversation with your neighbour:

• Think of an aspect of healthcare that you believe has 

improved since your career began

• Even though not measured, could you convince a 

reasonable judge & jury that improvement has occurred? 



We don’t always need a statistician …
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• Frequent data or accurate data can be a trade-off  
• Not so much ‘good enough’ as ‘do you know how 

good it is?’ – because you can’t measure changes in 
quality if you are concurrently improving data quality 
and completeness



More on measurement…

https://www.slideshare.net/DrFrancesHealey/
2015-july06-psc-frances-healey-ps-data-or-ps-
intelligence-30-mins

https://www.slideshare.net/DrFrancesHealey/2015-july06-psc-frances-healey-ps-data-or-ps-intelligence-30-mins


Past approaches Don’s proposals

The workforce is not trying hard enough – fix
targets and penalties 

It’s a shared challenge 

Incentives will fix it – change the payment system to 
incentivise 

Pride and joy in the work 

Regulation will fix it – create rules, inspect and 
enforce

Principles not detailed procedures 

Measurement drives improvement – measure more Measurement informs improvement –
measure less 

RCTs will show the way – make 
research & systematic review 
more rigorous

Evaluate real-life 
interventions and realistic 
evidence synthesis 

Technology holds the answer People hold the answer (and technology helps 
them)

Clinical (medical?) leadership is the key We need the team (the whole team)

Require spread – it worked for them, don’t reinvent 
the wheel

Own and adapt



NICE 2013 



Oliver D, Healey F, Haines T (2010) Preventing falls and falls related injuries in hospital Clinics in Geriatric 
Medicine (26 4 645-692)
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significant reductions in falls no significant reductions in falls 

Adaptive Ultra-safe



Adaptive



Barker A et al 2016 6-Pack programme to 
decrease falls injuries in acute hospitals: 
cluster randomised controlled trial. BMJ
2016;352:h6781 

Ultra-safe

http://www.anzfallsprevention.org/conference-wrap-up/

But without the rigour of RCT 

design and execution would the 

negative results have been 

believed?

http://www.anzfallsprevention.org/conference-wrap-up/


AFTER 

REDUCTION:

Falls 

(% change)

Injuries 

(% change)

Serious inj. 

(number)

Statistically 

significant?

Si,1999 +61% No change +1 Yes (falls)

Hoffman, 

2003

-7% -2% +1 No

Capezuti, 

2007

 46% int.

 38% cont.

~

~

2 1

7 4

No sig difs  

Brown,1997 +118% ~ ~ Yes (falls)

Hanger, 1999 +25% +3% +1* Yes (falls)

Healey et al. 2008 Age and Ageing 33(4) 390-394

Another example of realistic evidence 
synthesis: do bedrails increase the risk of 
falls & injury?





Pause for a quick conversation with your neighbour:

• What would you do? 

Mrs Green is very frail, has poor hearing and eyesight, and limited mobility 
that means she can manage only a few steps with a walking frame, and 
probably has at least moderately impaired memory. She has been getting 
out of bed at night to use the toilet without calling the nurses but has 
nearly fallen on the way, and her husband is desperately worried she will 
fall. He asks the team to put bedrails on the bed. He knows she is unlikely 
to get around or over the bedrails because of her frailty so will have to call 
the nurses when wanting to get out of bed. Mrs Green agrees with her 
husband but the nurses are unsure if she has really understood.

Adaptive
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“ ....... the alarm was 

brilliant – after we’d 

been using it for a few 

days he didn’t even try 

to stand up any more.”

Ward sister, overheard at a conference 
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The whole team….

Can I ask who is in the room today?

Pause for a quick conversation with your neighbour:

• Tell them about a time a colleague not from your own 

discipline, or a patient’s family/whanau, or patient 

taught you something you use in falls prevention 
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Archie Cochrane 

48
48



“The results at that stage showed a slight numerical 

advantage for those who had been treated at home. It was of 

course completely insignificant statistically. 

“I rather wickedly compiled two reports, one reversing the 

numbers of deaths on the two sides of the trial. As we were 

going into committee, in the anteroom, I showed some 

cardiologists the results……..



“……they were vociferous in their abuse: `Archie’, they said, 

`we always thought you were unethical. You must stop the 

trial at once…’ 

“I let them have their say for some time and then apologised 

and gave them the true results, challenging them to say, as 

vehemently, that coronary care units should be stopped 

immediately. 

“There was dead silence and I felt rather sick because they 

were, after all, my medical colleagues.”

Professor Archibald Cochrane & Max Blythe One Man's Medicine (1989) p.211



Cognitive dissonance 

• We have a strong need for our personal beliefs and our 
personal actions to chime

• The discomfort we feel when they don’t is ‘cognitive 
dissonance’ 

http://britishgeriatricssociety.
wordpress.com/2013/05/16/al
l-down-to-numbers/

• Usually a force for good – creating 
our own ‘wheel’ means we move 
heaven and earth to make it turn 

• Sometimes a negative - if we believe 
we are part of effective, motivated, 
caring teams, who have introduced a 
well thought-out change, it is very 
hard to also simultaneously believe:
o We haven’t achieved real 

improvements in safety 
o We might be less safe than peers 

http://britishgeriatricssociety.wordpress.com/2013/05/16/all-down-to-numbers/


SHINE 2014 Final report at http://www.weahsn.net/wpcontent/
uploads/EDCL2016_A7_01.docx 

ED checklists – steady spread example 



We have learned from experience 

• Mindful of size of the challenge
• Error wisdom to avoid ‘solutionitis’ 
• Balance systems & frontline  
• Including through our ‘ask why’ videos  

https://improvement.nhs.uk/resources/patient-safety-alerts/

https://improvement.nhs.uk/resources/patient-safety-alerts/


http://amp.timeinc.net/time/3136568/science
-points-to-the-single-most-valuable-
personality-trait/?source=dam

Thank you

frances.healey@nhs.net @FrancesHealey

Conscientiousness…..

http://amp.timeinc.net/time/3136568/science-points-to-the-single-most-valuable-personality-trait/?source=dam
mailto:frances.healey@nhs.net

